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HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback / softback. Book
Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wrong Place, Wrong Time,
Andrea Kane, Sally Montgomery anticipated a romantic
weekend getaway. What she got instead was a nightmare of
unrelenting terror. The murder of her companion and the
torching of their cabin sends Sally into hiding--from the police,
who believe she's a suspect . . . and from the killer, who wants
her dead.Desperate and alone in the woods, Sally has nowhere
to run and nowhere to turn--except to her ex-husband, former
NYPD detective-turned-private investigator Pete Montgomery,
and their daughter Devon, who inherited her father's
investigative instincts. Devon's search for the truth takes her
dangerously close to the powerful Pierson clan and its
enigmatic heir apparent, Blake Pierson. But with Olympic
show-jumping gold at stake and his family's empire
threatened, whose side is Blake on? Time is rapidly running out
for Devon. Racing the clock, she must prove her mother's
innocence and outmaneuver the killer before her tactics put
her in the wrong place, and one more step will mean certain
death.
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe-- B a r t Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hym a n O 'Conner  III--  Hym a n O 'Conner  III
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